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Caja de Ahorros y Pensiones de Barcelona, “la Caixa”, is a financial institution subject to 

Legislative Decree 1/2008 of 11 March on the Savings Banks of Catalonia and it is filed with 

the special registry of the Generalitat de Catalunya (Regional Government of Catalonia). As 

a savings bank, it is a financial institution with a social vocation and a foundational character. 

It is non-profit and does not depend on any other enterprise. It works to attract, administrate 

and invest the savings with which it is entrusted. 

“la Caixa" is one of the founding entities of the Spanish section of the United Nations Global 

Compact and has been a member since 2005, renewing its commitment year after year. 

 

In 2011, the "la Caixa" Group was reorganised and, as provided in the Savings Bank Act 

(LORCA), "la Caixa" then carried out its banking business indirectly through CaixaBank, 

which was floated on the stock exchange on 1 July 2011. Since the reorganisation process, 

"la Caixa” has kept its legal personality, the values of its model as a savings bank and all its 

business. Accordingly, in order to diversify revenue and take part in the development of 

businesses that provide basic social services, "la Caixa" directs a strategy for investment in 

equity interests in companies that belong to a wide variety of industrial and services sectors. 

Said operations are implemented via Criteria CaixaHolding.  

 

The reorganisation process has also provided the Group with a more solid financial structure, 

which allows it to guarantee its commitment to society through the "la Caixa" Foundation, 

which finances and fosters social, educational, cultural and scientific activities across Spain. 
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Principle 1  
Businesses must support and observe the protection of internationally 
acknowledged fundamental human rights in their area of influence. 
 
The General Assembly is the supreme body of government and decision of "la Caixa" and it 

represents the entity's depositors, the founding entities of "la Caixa" and other entities of 

social interest, the local corporations in whose municipal districts CaixaBank runs a branch 

office and the representatives of the entity's own employees and those of CaixaBank:  

 
 
 
Group to which they belong 

 
Number of general 
directors 

 
% of total 

Municipal corporations 34 21.25 

Depositors 58 36.25 

Employees 20 12.50 

Founding entities and entities of 

social interest 

48 30.00 

TOTAL 160 100.00 

 

 

Further information:  

http://www.lacaixa.com/informacionparainversores/informeanualgobiernocorporativo_en.html 
 

Since 1998, the processes and actions that have arisen from the entity's employees' 

activities have been included in the code of Professional Ethics and General Action 

Principles at "la Caixa". The code was reviewed and updated at the end of 2008 and is 

available on the entity's intranet. 
 

The entity also works to extend its commitment to its stakeholders. Accordingly, since it 

opened for business, "la Caixa" has been characterised by a firm social commitment and a 

vocation to working for the general interest. This can be seen in its financial business and its 

”la Caixa” Foundation, which finances and maintains activities in the interest of society, 

education, culture and science. 

The "la Caixa" Foundation is now more alive than ever and maintains its commitment to 

underprivileged members of society and collectives, a commitment that inspired the birth of 

the entity more than one century ago. Fostering the well-being of individuals, avoiding social 

http://www.lacaixa.com/informacionparainversores/informeanualgobiernocorporativo_en.html�
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exclusion and encouraging the development of areas in which it carries out its financial 

activities are still the basic pillars on which the "la Caixa" Foundation works. 

 

In 2011, it maintained its budget allocation of €500 million for the fourth year running. This 

figure makes it the leading private foundation in Spain and one of the most important in the 

world in terms of budget. 

 

Throughout 2011 and in response to the social needs arising from the economic situation, 

the "la Caixa" Foundation has prioritised programmes designed to eliminate child poverty in 

Spain (CaixaProinfancia), foster employment among collectives with difficulties (Integration 

into Work) and provide access to a home for young people, the elderly and families 

experiencing financial difficulties (Affordable Housing). It also promotes active ageing and the 

full integration of the elderly in society (Computing and Communication For All programme). 

 

Further information: 

http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/laCaixaFoundation/corporateinformation_en.html 

 

All workers at the "la Caixa" Group can take part in the community activities that are 

coordinated through the Corporate Volunteers programme, which provides a variety of 

services: care, leisure and sports; educational services that focus on integration to help 

immigrants overcome cultural barriers; environmental services; Christmas campaigns and 

international volunteer services. In 2011, forty volunteers provided a technical assistance and 

consultancy service for the micro-business management with a view to helping improve 

entrepreneurialism in developing countries. 

 

Also in 2011, the forty-two "la Caixa" Volunteer Associations joined together to form the 

Federation of "la Caixa" Volunteer Associations (FASVOL, as per the Spanish acronym), 

which has more than four thousand volunteer employees.  

 

Further information:  

http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/laCaixaFoundation/volunteerwork_en.html 
 
 
 
 
 

http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/laCaixaFoundation/corporateinformation_en.html�
http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/laCaixaFoundation/volunteerwork_en.html�
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Principle 2  
Businesses must make sure that they are not accomplices to the violation of 
human rights. 
 
 
One of the aims of the corporate responsibility policy of "la Caixa" is to apply the principles 

and responsible practices to the individuals and collectives with which it collaborates in order 

to progress hand-in-hand in issues that affect the economy, society and the environment. 

The entity's presence in Spain and abroad (through CaixaBank), the number of initiatives put 

in place through its community programme and its employees' commitment take it to a good 

position for putting into practice and transmitting its values and commitment to corporate 

responsibility and human rights to its stakeholders. 

 

"la Caixa" seeks to extend its commitment to its suppliers. The agreements signed within the 

current legal framework include clauses on the observation and fulfilment of the principles of 

the Global Compact by both parties, together with compliance with the Code of Ethics. 

Furthermore, the goal is also achieved through the analysis of the criteria and procedures 

that apply to the purchasing process. This guarantees transparency and rigour in 

procurement processes across the entire "la Caixa" Group. In 2011, work has been carried 

out on the creation of a suppliers portal for the "la Caixa" Group's businesses, incorporating 

social and environmental criteria into the documentation that is requested. The portal is to be 

launched in 2012.  

 

Since 2011, "la Caixa" has carried on its financial business indirectly through CaixaBank.  In 

September, CaixaBank approved its Code of Ethics and Action Principles, a document that 

governs the actions taken by all the employees, managers and members of its board of 

directors. The Code of Ethics and Action Principles has been drawn up on the basis of the 

code of ethics applied by "la Caixa” and adapted to the characteristics of a listed company 

with recent amendments to legislation in mind. In order to ensure its observance, the code 

itself provides a confidential channel for processing any reports on violations. Said channel 

can also be used to send any doubts that arise on the interpretation or practical application of 

the code. Accordingly, all the notices sent by employees in relation to the code will be 

forwarded to the Legal Compliance Division. They will be received, analysed and resolved 

and the confidentiality of the sender will be maintained at all times. If said doubts or reports 

are sent by customers, they will be processed through the usual customer service channels 

operated by CaixaBank. Also in 2011, the Code of Telematic Conduct was updated and 
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published on the corporate intranet and it has also been provided with a channel for 

processing any corresponding notices. Said channel is to be given greater prominence in 

2012. 

 

CaixaBank undertakes to protect its customers and employees' personal and private 

information as far as possible, as provided in its Code of Ethics and in current legislation on 

privacy, data protection and banking secrecy. Data protection and the right to privacy are 

given consideration across all the entity's areas of management and there are strict internal 

rules in place. Staff are also given specific training courses. CaixaBank also registers all the 

personal data files it controls with the General Data Protection Registry and all its employees 

have access to a security document that provides the measures required to guarantee the 

security of personal data files and processing centres, etc. Furthermore, customers' data 

cannot be queried unless it is strictly necessary for work purposes. Unnecessary access is 

penalised, where possible, even when its significance is exclusively internal. 

 

One of the bank's main priorities is customer satisfaction through service excellence. To 

achieve this, it maintains a high level of demand based on trust, proximity, efficiency and 

continuous improvement. It also provides all its customers with the various communication 

channels operated by the Customer Service Office: letters to the General Director; customer 

service free phone on (+ 34) 900 323 232; and a form on the corporate website. All the 

communications that are received are analysed and dealt with by the persons responsible on 

the territorial network, at central services or the Group's subsidiaries.  

 

In 2011, the Customer Service (CS) received 33,695 communications. In keeping with the 

previous year's trend, the number of claims from customers fell in 2011. The number was 

down 17% on the previous year. In 2011, important prevention work was carried out thanks 

to the permanent efforts of the entity itself and, in particular, those of its branch office 

network to anticipate customers’ queries and incidents. 
 

Also in 2011, CaixaBank's Board of Directors adopted a Commercial Communication Policy, 

a mandatory regulation for professionals in the Marketing Division, who have also been given 

training on the subject. The new policy is based on legal requirements and respect for 

society, customers and the foundational values of "la Caixa". In keeping with this approach, 

work is on-going to ensure that the other companies in the Group create their own 

Commercial Communication Policies based on that of CaixaBank. In 2011 and in accordance 
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with its policy, CaixaBank submitted 687 preliminary queries on advertising projects to the 

Association for Self-Regulation in Advertising (Autocontrol, as per the Spanish Acronym), an 

entity approved by the Bank of Spain in relation to the advertising of financial products and 

services. Most of the queries were given first-time approval and when the first submission 

was rejected, all the suggestions that were made were applied and the corresponding 

second-time approval was obtained. 
 

Furthermore, CaixaBank is also collaborating with Autocontrol on the preparation of a code 

of ethics for the sector on good practices in financial advertising. In 2011, the entity received 

no fines for misleading advertising and also submitted all its advertising projects for approval 

by the Generalitat de Catalunya. 

 
 
Principle 3  
Companies must support freedom of association and the effective 
acknowledgement of the right to collective bargaining. 
 
 

In accordance with the powers awarded by law and the Articles of Association, the 

government, regime, administration, representation and control of "la Caixa” correspond to 

the General Assembly, the Board of Directors and the Control Committee. Employees are 

represented on the bodies of government, together with depositors, founding entities, entities 

of social interest and local corporations. 

 

There are also various internal communication channels, such as the corporate intranet, and 

regular meetings with trade union representatives. 

 

Besides the Collective Bargaining Agreement for the Sector of Savings Banks and Financial 

Entities, "la Caixa" includes the internal agreements signed by and between management 

and trade unions. The result is an improvement to workers' conditions. The entity also has a 

number of joint committees, such as the Mixed Career and Salaries Committee, the Pension 

Scheme Control Committee, the Single Occupational Health and Safety Committee and the 

Training Committee, among others. 
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Principle 4  
Companies must support the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory 
labour. 
 
“la Caixa” complies with current legislation and pays a starting salary that is higher than the 

legal minimum.  It also complies with the Collective Bargaining Agreement for Savings Banks 

and Financial Entities. 

 

Compatibility between personal, family life and professional development is key to the well-

being of "la Caixa" employees. Consequently, it focuses many of its initiatives on the work-

life balance.  

 

 In 2010 and in recognition of its policies and initiatives for the work-life balance and the 

commitment to equal opportunities for its workers, the Másfamilia Foundation awarded "la 

Caixa" the EfR certificate, which certifies the entity as a Family-Responsible Business. 

 

 
Principle 5  
Companies must support the eradication of child labour. 
 
 

“la Caixa" carries on its business in Spain and, in accordance with current legislation, the risk 

of child labour is non-existent.  

 

Furthermore, the "la Caixa" Foundation, through its CaixaProinfancia programme, fosters the 

social and educational development of children who are in a situation of poverty through 

integral care for the entire family. In 2011, more than sixty thousand children received aid 

and more than one hundred and eighty-five thousand minors have been attended since the 

programme was launched in 2007. 

 

Through the programme, the "la Caixa" Foundation works towards the following aims:  

• To foster the development of children's and teenagers' skills and those of their families in 

order to improve social integration processes and independence. 

• To promote the social and educational development of childhood and adolescence with 

regard to the family, schooling and society.  

• To develop and implement an integral model for social and educational action to help 

improve social and educational development opportunities for children and their families. 
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• To help create social awareness and encourage society to eradicate child poverty. 

 

It is also firmly committed to education and access to knowledge by people of all ages and 

academic levels. This can be seen in its promotion of research in the area of excellence and 

support for the training of young university students. 

 

The entity's firm support for training led to the launch of EduCaixa in 2011, a new platform for 

students, teachers and parents based on the commitment and experience of 35 years' work 

in the world of education. 

 
Principle 6  
Companies must support the abolition of discriminatory practices in 
employment and occupation. 
 
 

All the companies in the "la Caixa" Group have a human resources policy that requires 

respect for diversity, equal opportunities and non-discrimination on the grounds of gender, 

age, disability or any other condition. It also ensures transparency in its professional 

selection processes. 

 

Furthermore, the remuneration paid to workers at "la Caixa" and its subsidiaries is set 

according to professional level and performance, regardless of gender. 

 

“la Caixa” considers that to achieve the physical, mental and emotional well-being of its 

employees the work-life balance is of key importance. To achieve this goal, the entity applies 

policies that facilitate and favour the work-life balance and gender equality. 

 

The year 2011 saw the approval of an Equality Plan, applicable in "la Caixa" and CaixaBank. 

It is a very important step towards the promotion of, diffusion of and contribution to effective 

equality by the individuals that form part of the entity. The plan seeks to revitalise a 

management model that focuses on people and their talents: 

 

• Promotion of diversity in work teams. 

• Strengthening of measures in pro of the work-life balance. 

• Implementation of actions in key people management processes, such as selection, 

training, development and promotion. 
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There is also a Protocol for Equality and the Work-Life Balance, as well as a Protocol for the 

Prevention, Treatment and Elimination of Sexual and Labour Harassment, in place since 

2010, for which a free telephone service and e-mail account have been set up. These 

channels are managed primarily by two external mediators: a psychologist/family therapist 

and a lawyer, who offer guidance for each case. 

 
One of the strategic priorities of the "la Caixa” Foundation is the promotion of labour 

integration. The incorporation into the working world of individuals who encounter special 

difficulties for access to the employment market is a personalised process that requires 

actions before, during and after the hiring process in order to guarantee success for both the 

individual and the company. Accordingly, the aim of the Integration into Work programme of 

the "la Caixa" Foundation, is to facilitate this process. It works by directly encouraging the 

capacity for incorporation of the social institutions involved in the programme. It also 

contributes to awareness and the search for opportunities for incorporating people at risk 

from social exclusion, such as the long-term unemployed, disabled people, immigrants, 

young people who encounter difficulties for finding their first job and victims of domestic 

violence. 

 

CaixaBank collaborates actively with the "la Caixa" Foundation in the diffusion of Integration 

into Work through its network of branch offices and business managers, who inform 

companies about the programme.  

 

Until the end of 2011, the programme involved 287 specialised social entities, 573 experts in 

labour insertion, more than 19,710 collaborations from companies and CaixaBank's branch 

office network, which gives rise to employment opportunities for said individuals. More than 

42,000 insertions have been achieved since 2006. 

 
Principle 7  
Companies must maintain a focus of prevention with regard to the 
environment. 
 
“la Caixa” is committed to respect for the environment and its commitment is passed onto its 

stakeholders through an integrated environmental management process that takes in all its 

projects, services and products, as well as the programmes of the ”la Caixa” Foundation; this 

commitment also extends to CaixaBank. It goes beyond the requirements of legislation. 
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The environmental policy of "la Caixa" is based on the requirements of European and 

international law, which guarantee a policy for quality environmental management. The ISO 

14001 standard and European Regulations 761/2001 EMAS are the two certificates that 

have guaranteed the environmental compliance of the Central Services of "la Caixa" since 

2003. 

 

For yet another year, as part of its employee-training programmes, priority has been given to 

all the subjects related to sustainability and the environment. 

 

The ”la Caixa” Foundation also works to protect the environment and create awareness of 

sustainable practices, confirming its commitment to the future quality-of-life of all citizens. 

 
Further information: 
http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/informacioncorporativa/memoriasostenibilidad_es.html (in 
Spanish) 
 
 
Principle 8  
Companies must foster initiatives that promote greater environmental 
responsibility. 
 
 

In keeping with its corporate values, the entity works to foster its stakeholders' respect for the 

environment. The people who work at "la Caixa" share this commitment and the entire entity 

works to minimise its environmental impact through various initiatives designed to reduce the 

consumption of electricity, water, paper and other materials and to promote the collection 

and recycling of waste. The use of videoconferencing is also encouraged to reduce 

emissions caused by corporate travel.   

 

The corporate intranet has a specific area on "the environment", containing all the 

information about related good practices and current legislation. Furthermore, Virtaula, the 

entity's virtual training space, provides access to the environmental awareness course on the 

ISO 14001 Environmental Management System. 

 

Furthermore, in the documentation that is necessary for taking part in tenders, suppliers are 

required to indicate whether or not they have an environmental certificate. Accordingly, the 

entity has a database of suppliers with said certificate for annual turnovers of more than 

€200,000. In addition and for suppliers in general, the Green Purchasing Manual 

http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/informacioncorporativa/memoriasostenibilidad_es.html�
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questionnaires are used, together with the specific questionnaire for ink-based articles 

(cartridges and similar). This means that suppliers themselves report to the entity on their 

manufacturing processes, certificates, recycling and materials, among other matters. 

 
 
Through the ”la Caixa” Foundation, it contributes to the conservation of natural areas, 

providing opportunities for individuals. The programme for the conservation of natural areas 

and social reinsertion helps improve ecosystems by placing priority on hiring individuals who 

are at risk from exclusion. In 2011, 2,080 people benefited from the programme and 8,161 

have done so since 2005. 

 

Thus:  

• It favours the social and labour reincorporation of collectives who are at risk 

from exclusion. 

• It contributes to the conservation and protection of natural areas of special 

value in our country. 

• It strengthens the economic fabric and promotes the professional training of 

the local population in the municipal districts in which the natural areas are 

located. 

 
Further information: http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/laCaixaFoundation/environment_en.html  
 
CaixaBank shares the commitment with "la Caixa" and also works to foster more sustainable 

practices in society. Accordingly, its website offers the EcoCaixa space, where it provides the 

general public with related advice and information on some of the entity's environmental 

initiatives. 

 

Access to ecoCaixa: www.lacaixa.es/ecocaixa (in Spanish) 

 

Also in 2011, as part of its commitment to the environment, CaixaBank required all the 

printers that take part in the preparation of its paper advertising to obtain the Forest 

Stewardship Council (FSC) certificate. Said certificate guarantees that the forestry products 

used come from verified sources that have been harvested responsibly. It also guarantees 

that the paper-manufacturing and printing processes are sustainable and environment-

friendly. At the end of the year, all the suppliers had obtained the certificate or were doing so. 

 

http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/laCaixaFoundation/environment_en.html�
http://www.lacaixa.es/ecocaixa�
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As part of its commitment to the environment, CaixaBank works to reduce energy 

consumption and associated greenhouse gas emissions. Throughout 2011, with the aim of 

improving consumption efficiency and fostering staff awareness, various initiatives have been 

carried out and more than 3.5 million kWh have been saved. In 2011, total savings in 

CaixaBank's electricity consumption were 6.3 million kWh, representing a reduction of 3.5% 

in comparison with the previous year. 
 

Further information: 
http://www.caixabank.com/responsabilidadcorporativa/medioambiente_en.html 
 
 
 
Principle 9  
Companies must foster the development and diffusion of environment-friendly 
technologies. 
 
Ecotendencias CosmoCaixa is a space for diffusion, reflection and debate on current and 

future environmental issues and their social, economic and political implications, fostered by 

the “la Caixa” Foundation. The platform combines modern and innovative in-class sessions 

with an extensive website drawn from a clear commitment to the Internet and participation. 

 

Each course (October-June) brings a new cycle on a specific subject, which is developed 

over three eco-trends. The first cycle (2011/2012) focuses on "sustainable mobility" and the 

eco-trends of the electric car revolution; moving in flight; and moving information. 

 

Each eco-trend is to be developed over three sessions with different formats and publics and 

they are to take place approximately once a month. They are as follows: 

• At .tecno, we invite experts of international prestige to talk about the future in a clear 

and dynamic way. 

• At .idea, we publish innovative projects that reveal market solutions and imaginative, 

practical applications. 

• At .tu, you can send us your queries and concerns about everyday matters and their 

social implications.  
 

Further information: http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/laCaixaFoundation/research_en.html 

 

http://www.caixabank.com/responsabilidadcorporativa/medioambiente_en.html�
http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/laCaixaFoundation/research_en.html�
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For its part, CaixaBank considers that one of the ways of achieving greater environmental 

sustainability in the long term is by financing environment-friendly projects and those that 

foster the development of renewable energies. 

 

In 2011, CaixaBank took part in twenty-two transactions related to renewable energies for an 

overall amount of €4.497 million on its own account or in conjunction with other entities. Said 

projects have generated 2595.4 MWh. It has also financed two leasing transactions for 

photovoltaic plants for more than €400,000 and six transactions have been registered under 

the agreement for the financing of projects related to the environment and environmental 

improvements of the Institut Català de l’Energia (Energy Institute of Catalonia) for the 

amount of €168,987. 

 

Further information:  

http://www.caixabank.com/responsabilidadcorporativa/medioambiente_en.html 

 

In addition, through the EmprendedorXXI initiative, various programmes have been up and 

running since 2010 for the creation and consolidation of innovative businesses in areas that 

include clean technologies (EcoEmprendedorXXI), life sciences (BioEmprendedorXXI) and, 

since 2011, digital technologies (EmprendedorXXIDigital). 

 

Further information: http://www.ecoemprendedorxxi.es/ (in Spanish) 

 
 
Principle 10  
Companies must work against all kinds of corruption, including extortion and 
bribery. 
 
 
At "la Caixa", good corporate governance practices are based on the responsible, 

transparent and independent exercise of their obligations by the entity's governing bodies. 
 

Further information:  
http://www.lacaixa.com/informacionparainversores/informeanualgobiernocorporativo_en.html 

 

Since 1998, the processes and actions associated with the activities carried out by the 

entity's employees have been included in the Code of Ethical Values and Action Principles of 

"la Caixa". Said code is mandatory for the entity's employees, managers and directors. The 

http://www.caixabank.com/responsabilidadcorporativa/medioambiente_en.html�
http://www.ecoemprendedorxxi.es/�
http://www.lacaixa.com/informacionparainversores/informeanualgobiernocorporativo_en.html�
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code was reviewed and updated at the end of 2008 and is available for consultation on the 

corporate intranet.   

 

For CaixaBank, the fight against money-laundering is not only a legal obligation, but also a 

priority for all its employees, managers and directors in keeping with its corporate values and 

Code of Ethics. The subject is controlled by the Internal Money-Laundering Prevention 

Committee and the following functions have been awarded to the Money-Laundering 

Prevention Unit, which forms part of the Legal Compliance Division:  

 

• Receiving notices sent by employees for analysis. 

• Submitting the regular declarations required by legislation on the prevention of 

money-laundering in the corresponding term and manner. 

• Fulfilling the requirements for information sent by the competent authorities for the 

prevention of money-laundering quickly, securely and effectively. 

The coming-into-effect of the Prevention of Money-Laundering and Terrorist Financing Act 

(Law 10/2010) implied the adaptation of national laws to the European Union's Directives, 

which adopts the recommendations given by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), 

especially the inclusion of the due diligence measures provided in Recommendation 5 and 

the reinforced diligence for persons related to public positions provided in Recommendation 

6. CaixaBank's internal regulations provide action guidelines for the prevention of money-

laundering and terrorist financing and comply with the above laws and recommendations. 

 

In 2011, CaixaBank completed a training plan on the amendments to legislation on this 

subject. The course has been completed by all the employees on the commercial network 

and, in particular, those involved in high-risk activities as far as money-laundering is 

concerned. Also in 2011, a new policy for the acceptance of customers was approved; it has 

been in place since December and is applicable to every work centre. The aim of this policy 

is to assess the potential risk of new customers, even though the diligence measures that are 

included also apply to existing customers. The policy is available for all employees on the 

corporate intranet. 

 
 
Further information:  
http://www.caixabank.com/informacioncorporativa/prevenciondelblanqueocapitalesylafinanci
aciondelterrorismo_en.html  
 

http://www.caixabank.com/informacioncorporativa/prevenciondelblanqueocapitalesylafinanciaciondelterrorismo_en.html�
http://www.caixabank.com/informacioncorporativa/prevenciondelblanqueocapitalesylafinanciaciondelterrorismo_en.html�
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Further information at:  
 
 
CaixaBank’s:  
 
2011 Annual Report  
 
2011 Summary of GRI Indicators  
 
Corporate Responsibility webpage  
 
 
"la Caixa” Foundation’s:  
 
Webpage  
 
2011 Annual Report 
 
Sustainability Report (in Spanish) 
 
 
 

http://www.caixabank.com/informacionparaaccionistaseinversores/informacioneconomicofinanciera/informeanual_en.html�
http://www.caixabank.com/responsabilidadcorporativa/publicaciones_en.html�
http://www.caixabank.com/informacioncorporativa/responsabilidadcorporativa_en.html�
http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/laCaixaFoundation/corporateinformation_en.html�
http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/laCaixaFoundation/corporateinformation_en.htm�
http://obrasocial.lacaixa.es/informacioncorporativa/memoriasostenibilidad_es.html�
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